Multi-Destination Comparative Report
Comparing Destination Reservation Activity to the Competition
Understand Your Market Share

-

Side-by-Side Competitor Comparisons

At DestiMetrics, we pride ourselves on the ability to help you understand how you stack up to your competitors. As part
of the DestiMetrics family of Reservation Activity reports, the Multi Destination Comparative (MDC) report is used to
benchmark a destination’s performance against their competition and get a better gauge on their current market share.

The Process

The MDC uses destination-wide data that is collected and aggregated as part of our Reservation Activity Outlook (RAO)
program so no additional data collection is required but participation in the RAO is a prerequisite. All destinations that
submit data to DestiMetrics and are located in the same geographical region or industry are grouped together in one MDC
report so that you can compare your performance to like-destinations. The resulting monthly report depicts your
destination’s occupancy and rate performance compared with other individual but undisclosed destinations in several views.

The Results

The MDC displays your destination data on the same bar graph as all other undisclosed individual DestiMetrics resort
destinations, allowing you to literally see how you stack up to the competition. Every report depicts a year’s worth of data
(occupancy and ADR) including six months of historic actuals and six months in the future based on reservations
on-the-books. One set of views illustrates total occupancy and rate in monthly averages, while a second portrays
year-over-year percentage changes in occupancy and ADR to understand how many destinations are moving the market
share “needle.”

Prerequisite

The data used in the MDC is fueled by the Reservation Activity Outlook so participation in this program is a must.

Related Reports
The MDC gives destinations an invaluable look at your performance compared to your peers. For those looking for even
more insider information we offer the Multi-Destination Comparative - Enhanced, which reveals up to ﬁve of the
destinations listed on this competitive report. Only available to key staff within a hub destination, this valuable
information could be used for countless competitive analyses.

MTNWEST
Aspen
Avon, Colorado
Beaver Creek
Big Sky
Breckenridge
Copper
Gunnison/Crested Bu�e
Keystone
Mt Bachelor

SUNBEACH

Jackson Hole
North Lake Tahoe
Park City Area
Snowmass
Steamboat
Summit County, CO
Telluride
Vail
Winter Park

Hilton Head Island
Florida Keys & Key West
Golden Isles
Kissimmee

See report synopsis on second page & view a sample report here or contact Katie Barnes 970-390-4370 or kbarnes@destimetrics.com
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Every report includes your destination’s data in red and all the other DestiMetrics
destinations in green. An industry aggregate appears in blue, so you can measure
yourself against others and the overall market trends.

Unique reporting methods display 6 months of
historic and 6 months of on-the-books numbers,
helping you to evaluate performance and plan for
the future.

Quickly visualize the percentage change in occupancy and ADR from
this year to last to understand how many resorts are losing ground or
gaining traction from the previous year.

See sample report here or contact Katie Barnes 970-390-4370 or kbarnes@destimetrics.com
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